


FRONT ZIP FULL SUIT

Wear as a stand-alone full body  
exposure suit in warmer waters or as 
an under suit to a standard neoprene 
wetsuit for added warmth in the  
cooler months.

BACK ZIP FULL SUIT

The Back Zip Full Jumpsuit provides full 
body exposure protection with the ease  
of a back zipper entry. Wear as a  
stand-alone full body exposure suit in 
warmer waters or layer under a standard 
neoprene wetsuit in the cooler months.



LONG SLEEVE HOODED TOP

Specifically designed to add an additional 
warming layer on the entire upper body, 
providing head protection and increased 
comfort when worn under a traditional  
neoprene wetsuit.

LONG SLEEVE TOP

The perfect multi-sport thermal garment when 
superior protection against wind chill and 
surface splash is required.

SHORT SLEEVE TOP

An all-round multi-sport thermal garment 
offering protection against wind chill and 
surface splash coupled with the ultimate 
flexibility of movement required in more 
extreme water sports.

HOODED VEST

Specifically designed to add an additional 
warming layer on the torso, head protection 
and increased comfort when worn under a 
traditional neoprene wetsuit.

VEST

However you want to wear it - under a  
wetsuit, under Lavacore full suit, stand alone 
or paired with Lavacore shorts - this extremely 
versatile vest covers your core organs from the 
elements - at an affordable price.



Worn alone or as an under garmentwhere comfort 
and warmth are essential to the lower body.  
Couple with the Lavacore upper body garments for  
a true multi-purpose thermal protection system.  
Excellent for water sports such as kayaking, jetskiing  
and swim training where lower body comfort and  
flexibility are essential.

PANTS + SHORTS

BOOTIES 

These super comfortable watersport booties will  
keep your feet warm, comfortable and protected.  
Designed with our slip-resistant and durable  
ToughSole material.

FIVE FINGER GLOVES

A great warm water glove protects  
you from unwanted scrapes and cuts 
above and below the water.  
This is the perfect choice for those  
icy mornings fishing, waterskiing  
or paddling.

LAVACORE HOOD

Designed for protection against wind 
and thermal loss in warmer water or 
equally as effective worn under a dive 
hood for extra warmth.



LAVASKIN SHORTY
The Lavaskin Women’s Shorty offers a hybrid 
design using exclusive Polytherm Tri-Laminate 
material in the body’s core area for warmth 
providing climate control and is also windproof. 
The lower extremity and shoulders mix our new 
Lavaskin outer fleece inner fabric for ease of 
movement and UV protection. 

LAVASKIN LONG SLEEVE +  
SHORT SLEEVE TOP

Spend a lot of time in the water? Lavacore's Lavaskin 
tops provide UPF 50+, abrasion protection, a super 
comfortable fit and they look great too.  
A new series of an intermediate garments below the 
Lavacore Polytherm level of performance, but more 
warmth than a traditional Lycra Rash Guard.
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Designed specifically for SUP  
paddlers. The SUP jacket  
incorporates a front zip keeping  
it simple to don and doff.  
Get great splash protection  
without getting sunburnt  
or overheated.

SUP JACKET

LAVASKIN BOARD SHORTS
These cute and comfy board shorts are ideal for 
the beach, pool, or lake. The perfect pairing with 
a SUP Jacket or our Lavaskin Long Sleeve and 
Short Sleeve Tops.


